
 

Recharge in nature 

Do you want to detox from city life and enjoy some piece and quiet in a special 

place? Come and spend some relaxing time in nature! We have a beautiful Mongolian 

Yurt ready for you! 

Kausay is a plot of land that is home to two families. We live close to nature and love to 

share the experience of living in simplicity. We are situated in a quiet green valley at the 

foot of the Sierra Enguera in the province Valencia.  

 

Living in a traditional yurt 

Our spacious Mongolian yurt offers a special experience of living in a different way. It is 

furnished with a double bed and two bunk beds, hence it can host a family of 6. The yurt 

walls and roof are insulated with a thick layer of wool which makes it confortable in all 

seasons. In the summer the roof is open and lined with mosquito net, and there is a 

ventilator available. In the winter we close the roof with windows and install a woodstove 

which quickly makes it warm and comfortable. The yurt has facilities to make your own 

breakfast and hot drinks, for the bigger meals you are welcome to use the fully equipped 

shared kitchen. We have two shelves in the refrigerator available for you. You can buy 

organically grown veggies from our gardens to prepare your delicious healthy meals. There 

is a picnic table and the big shared outdoor sofa is a great place to hang out and relax. 

 



 

   

There are 2 shared compost toilets and 2 showers with solar and gas heated water. We will 

give explanation about how to use the toilets and share about the benefits of this system. 

We provide toilet paper, organic toothpaste and organic soap. It is important that you do not 

bring synthetic products since all waste water is flowing back to the land.  

We have 3 organic gardens and harvests can be abundant. If you are interested in organic 

gardening we are happy to show you around and share some of what we have learned so 

far. If you love to put your hands in the earth you are welcome to help our gardeners.  

      

     



    

     

 

Surrounding area 

Kausay is situated in a quiet green valley, with long stretches of pine forests, fields of olive 

trees & citrus orchards. It is a great area for walking, cycling and being immersed in nature. 

We will be more than happy to point you to the most beautiful spots! 

We have marked several beautiful walking routes starting at Kausay. They vary from a 

relaxed evening stroll to an adventurous long walk climbing the Sierra Enguera, taking you 

to a view point from which you can even see the Mediterranean Sea.  

 

We don’t have a swimming pool but even better the nearby gorgeous Fuente de Marzo can 

be reached by car or bicycle It has crystal clear fresh water and is absolutely great for 

swimming and jumping of some rocks if you like. You can also swim under two stunning 

waterfalls at Gorge de Las Escaleras in the neighboring village Anna. A bit further you find 

Rio Bolbaite in Bolbaite and the stunning Corral de Bru and Rio Fraile can be reached by 

forest roads. 

The beach of Gandia is little over an hour away and Valencia city can easily be reached by 

car or train from Xativa trainstation. Xativa is the nearest town and has a gorgeous castle 

that is open for visitors. 

At 7 kilometers Enguera is the nearest village with several nice restaurants and bars, a 

supermarket and various small shops. 

Our neighbours have a horse stable, hipica El Sayton. It is possible to book horse riding 

classes with professional instructor Jose.  

We can also take small children on a walk with our own Shetland pony Mr. Chocolate. 



  

The land of Kausay 

    

 

     

        



So much beauty to find in the surrounding area… 

   
Fuente de Marzo                 Mirador del Majo 

    
Sayton valley            Gorgo de la Escalera 

   
Rio de Bolbaite           Cascada de los Vikinges 

       
Castillo Xativa          Gandia playa  



 

The residents of Kausay 

Kausay is home to a family of three; Jeroen, Ellen and 

10-year-old daughter Janne. And a family of four; 

Brother, Inge, 5-year-old Munai and baby Lila. 

If you come with your family we can offer some nice 

activities for the kids so you as parents can have some 

time to yourself. We speak Dutch, English and Spanish. 

 

Practical information 

Internet and electricity 

There is no phone or internet reception on the land. If needed, it can be accessed a few 

hundred meters down the road. This is a great opportunity for you (and your kids) to let go 

of your phone use and really enjoy being in nature. 

(There is satellite internet accessible for the residents and a what’s app number and land 

line on which you can be reached in case of emergency.) 

Solar panels are our source of electricity, during the sunny summer months there is plenty 

electricity available. During winter months or on rainy days we have to be mindful about the 

use of electricity. The yurt has electricity, in the summer months there is a ventilator 

available.  

Information on what to bring 

A packing list with some practical items to make the stay at Kausay comfortable will be 

provided.  

Costs 

If you come for one night the costs are 80,- per night 

Prices above are for four persons, above four the additional costs are 20,- euro a person 

per night. 

 

Availability 

Contact us on what’s app to check availability +34 621243747 

 

 
In winter time the yurt is heated by a wood stove 


